Oneleaf 2PCS Professional Pedicure Rasp Foot File Cracked Skin
Corns Callus Remover for Extra Smooth and Beauty Foot
Review-2021

1It is your home pedicure.These pedicure tools will take care of feet problems. This foot care kit
comes with a foot rasp and a dual sided pedicure file.
2Foot rasp easily let you reach curves & hard to reach spots. Then your dual sided foot file smooths
away the hard skin.
3It can use on wet or dry feet.Regular care with your own pedicure set reduces the hard skin build
up, and leaves your feet supple skinned.
4For satisfying result, use it according to the manufacturers directions.Surgical Grade Stainless
Steel File, Ergonomic Non-slip Handle,Can be Used on Both Wet and Dry Feet
Save Your Time
Enjoy the salon-quality pedicure at home! Just only several minutes, all calluses will be taken off!
Clean with brush after use and it will like brand new in the next time, saving much time and money
for you! Wonder Gift for families and friends!
Made of 304 Surgical stainless steel and anti-rust blade, which make it can be used on wet foot or
any wet condition, giving equal good results on both wet and dry foot.
Suitable for dry ,calloused and cracked heels- Quickly amazing Solution!
10 minutes to DIY foot Spa in Home
Our foot file is designed to remove hard skin for smooth results after just one use. It scrapes away
callus and horny skin in minutes, leaving you with smooth feet you'll want to show off.
Material: High Quality 304 Stainless Steel and Sturdy Ergonomic Brown Handle
For Wet and Dry Feet
Stainless Steel Frame, Ergonomic Non-slip Handle
Perfect Solution to Remove Callus
Just 10 Minutes
Step 1
Soak your feet for ten minutes or take a shower/bath;It will make the dead skin soft and easy to
remove.
Step 2
Use the big one to quickly get rid of the outermost layer of cracking or foot crust
Step 3
Choose coarse side to file the rough areas of your feet first. Afterward, choose fine side to file the
same areas to make it extra soft and smooth.
Step 4
You can apply some body lotion to feet and your feet will feel comfortable. Soft, light and moistening
feel cream is easy to be absorbed by skin after foot file. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code,
discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for
money.

